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By Diana Gabaldon

Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group Inc, United States, 2006. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Reissue. 175 x 109 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. In her long awaited new novel, Drums
of Autumn, Diana Gabaldoncontinues the remarkable story of Claire and Jamie Fraser that began
with theclassic Outlander, and its bestselling sequels, Dragonfly inAmber and Voyager. Cast ashore
in the American colonies, the Frasers are faced with a bleakchoice: return to a Scotland fallen into
famine and poverty, or seize the riskychance of a new life in the New World--menaced by Claire s
certain knowledge ofthe coming Revolution.Still, a highlander is born to risk--and so is a timetraveler. Theirdaughter, Brianna, is safe--they think--on the other side of a dangerousfuture; their
lives are their own to venture as they will. With faith inthemselves and in each other, they seek a new
beginning among the exiledScottish Highlanders of the Cape Fear, in the fertile river valleys of
theColony of North Carolina.Even in the New World, though, the Frasers find their hope of peace
threatenedfrom without and within; by the British Crown and by Jamie s aunt, JocastaMacKenzie,
last of the MacKenzies of Leoch.A hunger for freedom drives Jamie to a Highlander s...
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Reviews
This book will never be easy to start on reading but quite exciting to see. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at period of time. Your daily life span
will be convert once you total looking over this book.
-- Tor r a nce Va nder vor t
This pdf is great. It really is rally intriguing throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a written pdf.
-- Roosevelt B r a un
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